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ABSTRACT 
A survey of identities connected with sums of three squares, e-dimensional 
subalgebras of the quatemions, and additive commutators is given. The study of the 
last is linked to a theorem already observed by Gauss and re-proved here in various 
ways. A study of generalizations in recent years is added. 
1. SUMS OF SQUARES IDENTITIES 
The Euler identity expressing a product of sums of four squares as a sum 
of four squares is well known and may be viewed, following Hamilton, as just 
the multiplicative property of quatemion norms. Similar algebraic structures 
(the real, complex and Cayley numbers) provide multiplicative identities for 
sums of 1, 2, and 8 squares; but, as Hurwitz observed, there is no complete 
analogy in any other dimension (see [28]). Legendre (among others) char- 
acterized integers which are sums of three squares of integers, and is 
credited in Dickson’s History of the Theory of Numbers with the observation 
that the product of two such numbers (3 X21 -63, for example) is not 
necessarily the sum of three squares (Dickson’s source is p. 198 in Legendre’s 
ThSorie des Notnbres, but the conclusion does not seem to be there). In a 
lecture by van der Waerden, Hamilton’s Entdeckung der Quaternionen [32] 
it is pointed out that this result shows there is no identity of the form 
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where F, G, H axe rational functions of x, y, z, u, v, w, a result which fits in 
with more recently obtained insights. 
Nevertheless, sufficient algebraic structure is present in three dimensions 
to generate identities comparable to the four square identity. First there is 
the vector cross product u x v. Also, three dimensional vectors may be 
viewed as quaternions without scalar parts, termed pure quuternions, and as 
such inherit the quaternion multiplication (the product need not however be 
pure). Under this identification 2( aX b) corresponds to the quatemion 
commutator ab - ba; i.e., twice the vector cross product corresponds to the 
Lie product derived from quatemion multiplication. In this algebraic frame- 
work, the Lagrange identity 
2 (a,bi-aibi)2 
l<i<j<3 
(1) 
is also a simple consequence of the multiplicative property of quatemion 
norms (of course, this identity is self-evident and holds with any positive 
integer replacing the index 3). Alternatively, we may consider the vector 
equivalent of (1): 
where (I )I denotes the length of a vector and 0 denotes inner product. Since 
IjaXbll=llall IIbIIsin0 and aob=llal( IIbIIcos8, 8 the angle between a and 
b, (1’) is just 1 = sin2 8 + cos2 8. 
2. TWO DIMENSIONAL QUATERNION SUBALGEBRAS 
Such algebras K containing 1 contain also the coefficient field F and a 
pure quatemion [= c,i+c2i+c,k#0. Thus K=F[[]. Each quatemion cx 
satisfies the quadratic equation cy2 - t(a)a+N(a)=O where the trae, t(a), 
is the scalar part of a and the norm, N(a), is the sum of the squares of the 
coefficients of ar. Since 
p= -A/(.$)= -(cf+c;+c;), (2) 
the two dimensional subalgebras which contain 1 are the ring extensions 
F[t] where t#O, t2= -m, and m is the sum of three squares from F. 
Conversely, any such extension appears as a two dimensional subalgebra of 
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the quaternion algebra (see Deuring, Algebren, Springer, 1935, p. 135). 
These extensions fall into three categories: F [E] is a field in the case 
G @F (the simple case); F[S] is isomorphic to a direct sum of two 
copies of F in the case G E F and 2m#O (the semisimple case); and 
W1-Fbl/~2F~~l in the case < E F and 2m= 0 (the case of a 
nonzero radical). If, in the last two cases, we set a’= -m, UE F, then 
([-a)(,$+~) =O. Since [ is pure and nonzero, the algebra cannot be a 
division algebra and is therefore the ring M,(F) of 2 X 2 matrices over F, or 
F has characteristic 2 (see e.g., [16, p. 58, Theorem 2.71). 
Each quatemion with real coefficients can be expressed in the form 
a,+~,~ with a,, a, real and 5 the pure part normalized so that t2= - 1 [33. 
Individually, real quaternions thus behave as complex numbers with pure 
quatemions as the analogue of purely imaginary complex numbers. It is not 
surprising therefore that the real quatemion algebra is algebraically closed; 
in fact, each real quatemion polynomial in a single noncommuting inde- 
terminate with exactly one monomial of highest degree has a quatemion root 
(i.e., polynomials of the type u,xu,x. . . u,_,xa,+Cmi(x) where the degree 
of each mj(x) is less than n) [5]. This however is not the case should there be 
multiple monomials of highest degree. For example, the commutator poly- 
nomial ax-xa cannot represent any quatemion without trace zero. We give 
now several proofs of the fact that each pure quatemion is an additive 
commutator. 
3. ADDITIVE COMMUTATORS OF QUATERNIONS 
We seek quatemion solutions to the commutator equation xy - yx=[, 
where [=c,i +c,j+c,k is a fixed pure quatemion. Since xy - yx=O in the 
case of characteristic 2, we assume below that 220. 
3.1. Direct Approach 
If x=x,+x,i+x,j+r,k, y=yO+ yli+ yzj+ ysk, then xy-yz=2(x,y, 
-x3y2)i+2(x3y1--x1y3)j+2(x1y2-xZyl)k. It is therefore sufficient to ex- 
press the vector f (ci, c,, cs) as the vector of cofactors’ of a 2 X3 matrix 
( x1 x2 x3 Yl 1 Y2 Y3 . 
‘The term “i th cofactor in ao (n - 1) X TV matrix” is used here and later for (- l)‘+’ times 
the determinant of the submatrix obtained by omitting the ith column. 
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Choose numbers xl, x2, xa with x,#O to satisfy the equation c,x,+c,x,+ 
~,x,=O.Lety,bearbitrary,y~=(x,y~+~~~)/3~~,andy,=(x~y,-~c,)/x,. 
It is easily checked that these values satisfy the desired conditions. 
3.2. Geometric Approach 
We assume for convenience that the real numbers are the coefficient 
field. The Lie product i (ab - ba), as previously observed, coincides with the 
vector product a X b on three dimensional Euclidean space. Consequently, 
the condition that 5 is an additive commutator is just the condition that each 
three dimensional vector is a cross product of two vectors. But this is 
geometrically obvious; i.e., we may take a, b to be two linearly independent 
vectors suitably normalized and in the plane orthogonal to 5. 
3.3. Algebraic Approach 
Case of a division algebra: If [#O is pure, then F [ [] is a field having the 
F-automorphism induced by 5 -_) -t. The Noether-Skolem theorem implies 
that this automorphism is the restriction of an inner automorphism z+crxa- ’ 
on the quaternion algebra. Thus (=a-“($ at)-(t at)a-’ is an additive 
commutator. 
Case of M,(F): In this case E, -C; are two 2 X 2 matrices having the same 
minimal polynomial x2 + iV( 6) = 0 whenever .$ # 0 is pure. Since such 2 X 2 
matrices are similar, we solve a <a- ’ = - [ and proceed as previously. 
3.4. A Matrix Approach 
The argument given in the second case of (3.3) shows that any 2 X2 
matrix having trace zero is an additive commutator. Shoda [23] was the first 
to observe that any square matrix having trace zero and entries in a field of 
characteristic zero is an additive commutator. The assumption that the 
coefficient field have characteristic zero was later removed by Albert and 
Muckenhoupt [2], and the result was further extended by Brown [4], who 
proved its validity in any classical Lie algebra. 
Set 
and let C=[U,V]=UV-W. Since [U,V]=[U-u,,Z,V-u,,Z], we may 
assume that 
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in which case 
[U,V]=( UlV2 -u1u2 
u3v2 - v3”2 
Thus, the condition that each 2 X2 matrix of trace zero is the additive 
commutator of 2 X 2 matrices is equivalent to the property that pure quar- 
ternions are additive commutators (assuming 220). 
4. RELATED REMARKS 
(i) The above arguments may be adapted to show that an element of 
(reduced) trace zero in a central simple four dimensional algebra is an 
additive commutator (such algebras are but generalized quatemion algebras 
PI). 
(ii) Gauss observed in Article 279 of his Disquisitims Arithmetics that 
any 3-tuple of integers is the tuple of cofactors of a 2 X3 integral matrix 
(consequently, a pure quatemion having even integers as coefficients is an 
additive commutator of two integral quatemions). Hermite [ll, p. 2641 
extended this result to integral row vectors of any dimension n. Following 
Lissner [17], we call a commutative ring R an outer product ring (OP-ring) if 
for each positive integer n and each 1 Xn row vector v having entries in R 
there is an (n - 1) X n matrix over R whose (n - 1) X (n - 1) cofactors (ordered 
lexicographically) are the entries of v [this is easily shown to be equivalent to 
the property that each D in the exterior power A”-‘( R”) is decomposable; 
i.e., there are vi ,..., v,_~ER” such that u=u,Av,/\~~~ AU,,]. Thus, 
Hermite’s result is that the ring Z of rational integers is an OP-ring. Lissner 
extended Hermite’s result to Dedekind domains, and Towber [31] proved 
that polynomial rings over Dedekind domains were also OP-rings. Towber’s 
local study in [30] provided the result that a Noetherian local ring is an 
OP-ring if and only if its maximal ideal can be generated by two elements, 
and Hinohara [12] extended the result to semilocal Noetherian rings. Finally, 
Estes and Matijevic proved that the reduced Noetherian OP-rings are those 
reduced Noetherian rings whose orientable modules are free [A”(M)-R 
with n>OesM=R”] and whose localizations at maximal ideals are OP-rings 
PI. 
(iii) A vector VEAL, m< n, is a Plucker vector if it satisfies the 
quadratic Plucker conditions (see [20]). In particular, each v ER”-A”-‘(W) 
is a Plucker vector. A commutative ring having the property that each 
Plucker vector is decomposable is a Pliicker or Towber ring. Consequently, 
Plucker rings are OP-rings. H. J. S. Smith [24] appears to have been the first 
to show that Z is a Plucker ring, although Gauss was aware of the fact that 
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Plucker vectors in A”(Z” ) are decomposable (see Article 236, Disquisitiuws 
Arithmeticue). Towber initiated the abstract study of Plucker rings in [3I]. 
Geramita and Lissner [20] provided the necessary conditions for a Noetherian 
ring to be Plucker, namely that R has global dimension at most 2 and 
R-orientable modules are free, and Estes and Matijevic [6] proved that these 
conditions suffice. Finally, Kleiner [13] established that any Krull OP-ring 
was a Plucker ring, and Kotlarsky [14, 151 has considered the problem of 
classifying non-Noetherian Plucker rings. 
(iv) We observed in Sec. 3.4 that each 2 X 2 matrix having trace zero and 
entries in a commutative ring R is an additive commutator of two 2 X2 
matrices over R if and only if each o ER3 is the vector of cofactors of a 2 X 3 
matrix over R. Lissner [I91 observed that these properties fail in polynomial 
rings in three or more variables. In fact, if these conditions are present in a 
Noetherian ring R, then R has Krull dimension at most 2 [30], and if in 
addition R is an integerally closed domain, then R is a Plucker ring [6]. 
(v) Except for the classical Lie algebras and central simple 4 dimensional 
algebras, there seems to be little information on the problem of classifying 
the elements in an algebra which are additive commutators. In the case of 
nonassociative algebras, Gordon [lo] has shown that any element of trace 
zero in an octonion algebra of characteristic #2 (the Cayley algebra, for 
example) is an additive commutator. 
(vi) Recently Taussky [25] studied det(AB-BA) for A, BEM,( F). If at 
least one of A, B has distinct eigenvalues not in F, but in a proper extension 
E, then -det(AB-BA)=norrn.,,A, GEE. 
It seems of interest to see whether norm( ab- bu), a, b quatemions, can 
be somehow linked to this result. Putting m = ~~a~ and r= Za i bi in (l), Sec. 
1, we have - norm( ab - ba) = r2 -mZ;bf. This is slightly reminiscent of the 
result. 
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